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Abstract: The ever fierce competition in the financial market has highlighted the importance of 

maintaining good customer relationship for banks. The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

is built on a layered system and the traditional BP neural network has low speed and accuracy. The 

paper is an attempt to optimize customer layered system by exploring algorithm in BP neural 

network to arrive at a more precise customer classification system. Momentum-adaptive learning 

rate adjustment algorithm is used to improve BP neural network algorithm. Since learning speed 

will decline with more learning, global search is adopted at high learning speed and as it slows 

down, local search can yield more accurate results. It not only ensures the speed of each epoch but 

also pinpoints the optimal. The conclusion shows that improved BP neural network algorithm has 

enhanced accuracy and efficiency of customer segmentation and formed a valid basis for targeted 

marketing by commercial banks. 

Introduction 

City commercial banks have been seen as an emerging force in creating business opportunities 

around China. The domestic bank customer demand for value-added financial services and assets 

increasing; secondly, the development of science and technology of information technology to make 

the original "product centric" banks gradually transferred to the "customer-centric" mode, 

"customer" has become the focus of competition in the banking sector. Therefore, the CRM is the 

general trend of banking business development [1-4]. 

The traditional classification method has been unable to adapt to the diversity of customer data, 

data mining and knowledge discovery of new technology to extract from the data as the technology, 

the BP neural network algorithm through the input and output data set, according to the principle of 

error back-propagation, the changes of the network weights and biases are calculated, gradually 

approaching the target, provides a new way for the commercial bank customer segmentation[5]. 

The paper puts forward the momentum method to improve BP neural network algorithm, 

discovers a better solution and adopts adaptive learning rate method to shorten the training time in 

BP[6]. By combining the above two methods, the momentum adaptive learning rate adjustment 

algorithm is obtained. Finally, through the comparison of the test results, the results show that the 

optimized BP neural network algorithm improves the accuracy and efficiency of customer 

segmentation. 

Bank customer classification principle 

Commercial banks have a large number of customer transaction data, we according to certain 

classification standard and method, the similar characteristics of the customers are divided into a 
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class[7]. The principle of customer layering is shown in Figure 1 

 

Fig 1.The basic principle of customer hierarchy 

BP neural network was proposed by Rinehart and McClelland in 1986. The BP network can 

learn and store a large number of mapping relations between input and output patterns without 

revealing the mathematical equations describing such mappings. Its learning rule is to use the 

steepest descent method to adjust the weights and thresholds of the network by back propagation, so 

that the sum of squared error of the network is minimum[8-10]. Therefore, BP is suitable for modern 

commercial banks nervous dig out valuable information from the massive historical transaction of 

customer information. 

research methods 

The BP algorithm consists of forward propagation of data flow and backward propagation of 

error signals. Through the two processes alternately, perform error function gradient descent 

strategy in weighting vector space, dynamic iterative search a set of weight vectors, so the network 

error function reaches the minimum value, thus completing the information extraction and memory 
[11]. 

Enter a learning sample, which is used 
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is the expected output. 

The cumulative error BP algorithm is used to adjust the jkw
, so that the global error E  

becomes smaller, the global error is reduced   
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Medium rate:   - learning rate 

The weights of each neuron in the output layer are adjusted as follows: 
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The formula of the weight adjustment of the neurons in the hidden layer is obtained: 
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Improvement of  BP algorithm 

In practical application, the BP algorithm is difficult to be competent. When the momentum 

method is used, the BP neural algorithm can find a better solution; when the adaptive learning rate 

method is used, the BP algorithm can shorten the training time[12-13]. By combining the above two 

methods, the momentum adaptive learning rate adjustment algorithm is obtained. 

Improved BP algorithm with momentum method 

In essence, it is a static gradient descent optimization algorithm., in the amendment 

of  kW  .The specific method of momentum right value adjustment algorithm is to add a part of the 

last weight adjustment amount to the weight adjustment amount calculated according to the error, as 

the actual weight adjustment amount, namely: 

 

     1 nWnEnW                                                 (5) 

In the formula:   is the momentum coefficient, usually 9.00  ;   is the learning rate, 

the range is between 0.001 and 10.  

adaptive learning rate 

An important reason for the slow convergence rate of standard BP algorithm is that the 

learning rate is not properly chosen, .The learning rate can be adjusted by the adaptive method 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig 2.Adaptive learning rate adjustment diagram 
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The formula of weight adjustment with additional momentum factor is: 
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Among them, k is the number of training; mc is momentum factor, the general value is about 

0.95. The essence of the additional momentum method is to transfer the influence of the last weight 

change through a momentum factor. 

Using improved BP neural network to classify customers in commercial banks 

The basic steps are as follows: 

1) extract customer data from commercial banks 

2) integrate the original data, delete redundant items, and hide the data involved in privacy 

3) using the transaction data, the customers are divided into four categories: high net worth 

customers, high quality customers, potential customers and ordinary customers. 

4) classify the data by BP neural network algorithm, and get the prediction results, and 

calculate the global error value. 

5) using the optimized BP algorithm to predict and calculate the global error. 

6) test the customer classification system of commercial banks and output the classification 

results. 

 

implementation and Application 

simulation environment and data 

Python neural network toolbox is used in processing experiment data to verify the 

improvement the momentum-adaptive learning rate adjustment algorithm has made to BP neural 

network algorithm. 

Customer data from a commercial bank from 600 customers a year deposit and loan account 

transactions, transaction details due to the huge amount of data, we use the following methods to 

integrate data, calculate each customer's comprehensive contribution, make the data more simplified, 

for the next step of the research. 

Error comparison of BP neural network algorithm before and after optimization 

Comparative experiment for the improved algorithm, the experimental results are shown in 

Figure 3, compared to the same conditions, the number of iterations increasing, former algorithm 

has slow convergence rate and value in a certain range of output error, falling into local optimal 

value, the improved error less than before improvement, convergence speed is fast, and the error has 

been reduced, so as to find the global optimum.  
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Fig 3. Comparison chart of operation error results 

 

 

commercial banks for customer segmentation accuracy comparison 

 

Fig 4.BP algorithm commercial bank customer classification accuracy comparison chart 

 

From Figure 4, the accuracy rate of the improved BP neural network algorithm of customer 

segmentation is higher than that of the traditional BP algorithm, the main use of additional 

momentum method to find the global solution; using adaptive learning rate method to shorten the 

training time.  

Conclusion and discussion 

The modern commercial bank system based on CRM advanced concept of "customer centered", 

to improve the comprehensive competitiveness plays a crucial role; data mining technology and UI 

analysis of its powerful function in data analysis plays an important role, the combination will 
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become the trend of research. Based on the BP neural network algorithm in data mining, this paper 

proposes to use momentum adaptive learning rate adjustment algorithm to improve the level of 

commercial bank customers. The results show that the improved algorithm of hierarchical bank 

customers to improve the accuracy of hierarchical, more efficient classification results, commercial 

banks can adjust the marketing strategy and service strategy based on hierarchical optimization 

results, the bank's allocation of resources, so as to improve the profitability of banks. 
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